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Part I

Introduction



Data at Rest

There are two main types of data that must be protected:
• Data at rest

• Data in motion (refer to Network Security)

Data at rest is data that is stored on a hard drive, or other media.
• This information’s biggest threat comes from being physically stolen.
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Encryption of Data-at-Rest

Data at rest encryption ensures that files are always stored on disk in 
an encrypted form.
• The files only become available to the operating system and applications on 

readable form while the system is running and unblocked by a trusted user.

• Explained differently, the OS sees the data as the corresponding normal 
readable data, as long as the cryptographic container has been unlocked and 
mounted.

Some “secret information” (usually in the form of a keyfile and/or 
password) needs to be supplied by the user.
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Why Use Encryption?

Unauthorized person looking at the desk contents directly will only 
find random-looking data instead of the actual files.

Data at rest encryption can also be used to add some security against 
unauthorized attempts to tamper with your operating system.
• For example, the installation of keyloggers or Trojan horses by attackers with 

physical access.
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Threats Model

Lost and stolen laptops: contain confidential data and access 
credentials.

Physically compromised servers:
• Contain business secrets, customer data and IPs.

• Unauthorized insiders have physical access.

“Second Hand” hard disks:
• Hardware recycling is typically done in the cheapest and fastest way: no time 

for secure disk wipe.

• E.g., old PCs from companies are shipped abroad for recycling.
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Still vulnerable

However, data encryption is still vulnerable to:

Attackers who can break into your system (over the Internet)
• while it is running and after you have already unlocked it.

Attackers who can have physical access to the computer while it is 
running by performing, for example, cold boot attacks.

A government entity that may ‘kindly’ ask you to give up your 
encryption key:
• By the law, such as the US and the UK.

• By some gentle torture (kudos for their innovative thinking!). 
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Caveats

Encrypting a file system provides confidentiality.

It generally does not provide integrity protection.

It may result in a loss of availability, if you lose the key.

Encryption is not a substitute for operating system access controls
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Data at-rest Encryption
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File System Encryption
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File System Encryption 1/2

File System encryption solutions are implemented as a layer on top 
of an existing file system.

Files are stored in the file system in encrypted form, but they still 
exist in that file system as they would without encryption.
• All files written to an encryption-enabled folder to be encrypted on-the-fly 

before the underlying file system writes them to disk.
• Any file decrypted from disk whenever the file system reads it.

Directory granularity:
• The folder storing the encrypted files are first mounted (onto itself or a 

different location).
• Then, the files appear in readable form – until it is unmounted again, or the 

system is turned off.
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File System Encryption 2/2

File System Encryption
• Encrypting single files or directories.
• Individual management of files encryption.

Advantages:
• Per-user (or per directory or file) encryption.
• Only encrypt truly secret data.
• Possibly send encrypted data over the network; use key to decrypt on remote.

Disadvantages:
• Harder to hide / obfuscate directory structure and metadata.
• More keys to manage.
• Possibly easier to steal keys (debatable!)
• Does not cover temporary files created by some applications.
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System Data Encryption

In modern computers, they are many background processes that 
may cache and store information about user data in non-encrypted 
areas of the hard drive:
• swap partitions,

• /tmp (temporary files created by user applications),

• /var (log files and databases).

Solution: encrypt both system and user data.

Disadvantages:
• Unlocking the encrypted parts has to happen at boot time.
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Block Layer Encryption
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Full-Disk Encryption 1/2

Full disk encryption operates below the file system layer.
• It makes sure that everything written to a certain block device (i.e. a partition, 

or a file acting as a loop device) is encrypted.

Accessing the data happens, again, by mounting the protected 
container to an arbitrary location in a special way.

dm-crypt:
• The standard implementation for block device encryption provided by Linux.

• The management of dm-crypt is done with the cryptsetup user space utility.

• LUKS (Linux Unified Key Setup) is a convenience layer storing the setup 
information for dm-crypt and key management.
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Full-Disk Encryption 2/2
Full-Disk Encryption

• Encrypting data as it is written to the disk.
• Decrypting data as it is read off the disk.

Advantages:
• Hide directory structure, used space, etc.
• Metadata matters (can reveal many information!)
• Can put any file system on top of it.
• Transparent to users and applications.

Disadvantages:
• Everything is encrypted with one key: it provides no confidentiality between users on 

a shared system.
• Data must be re-encrypted before sending it over the network.
• Encryption overhead for public data (such as /etc/hostname).
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File System Vs Full-Disk Encryption 1/2

Aspect Full Disk Encryption File System Encryption

Encrypts Whole block devices files

Container for encrypted 
data

Disk partition / a file as loop 
device

A file/directory in an existing 
file system

Relation to file system Operates below file system 
layer

Adds an additional layer to an 
existing file system

File metadata encrypted Yes No

Allows offline file-based 
backups

No Yes
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File System Vs Full-Disk Encryption 2/2
Aspect dm-crypt fscrypt

Encryption type Block device Native file system

Note De-facto standard on Linux Default for Chrome and Android

Implemented in kernel kernel

Cryptographic metadata in LUKS header .fscrypt directory

Wrapped encryption key in LUKS header .fscrypt directory

Any can create/destroy 
encrypted containers

No Yes

Automounting on login Yes No

Multiple keys for data Yes Yes
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Backup for Disk Encryption

Backup of disk block device where the encryption container resides
• Encrypted as is with the same level of security as the working copy.

• Contains your LUKS header.

• Does not easily allow advanced backup strategies, such as incremental backup 
and compression.

• Easily restored to a new disk.

Backup of file system inside the encrypted container
• Not encrypted as is.

• Should be re-encrypted before transport over the network.

• Does not contain your LUKS header.

• Allows advanced backup strategies.

• Requires manual restoration of the encryption container.
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Part II

Data Encryption



Basic Principle: Reminder

Disk encryption considers blocks (or sectors) of equal length.
• The encryption/decryption happens on a per-sector basis.

Whenever an application requests a certain fragment of data, the 
whole sector (or sectors) that contains the data will be
• read from disk,
• Decrypted on-the-fly,
• And temporarily stored in memory.

Similarly, on each write operation, all sectors that are affected must 
be re-encrypted completely (the remaining sectors remain 
untouched)
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Keys Management

Whenever the encrypted block is to be mounted, its corresponding 
key (called also “master key”) must be supplied.

The entropy of the key is of utmost importance for the security of 
the encryption.
• E.g. a randomly generated byte string of 32 bytes has desired properties,

• but, it is not feasible to remember and apply manually during the mount.

Two techniques
• Human-friendly password whose entropic property is increased.

• Keyfile with high entropy.
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The Master Key

The master key is securely stored in memory (e.g. in the kernel)
• As long as the encrypted block device is mounted.

It is not used for de/encrypting the disk data directly.

File system encryption
• Each file can be automatically assigned its own encryption key.

• Whenever the file is to be read/modified, this file key first needs to be 
decrypted using the master key, before it can itself be used to de/encrypt the 
file contents.
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Encryption Steps
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Keys, Keyfiles and Passwords
Stored in a plaintext keyfile

• Simply storing the master key in a file (in readable form).
• The file can be placed on a USB stick that you keep in a secure location and only connect to 

the computer when you want to mount the encrypted parts of the disk.

Stored in password-protected form in a keyfile on the disk itself
• The key can be protected with a secret password, that you have to remember and enter each 

time you want to mount the encrypted block device.
• The confidentiality of the encrypted data depends completely on the secret password.

Randomly generated on-the-fly for each session
• In some cases, when encrypting swap space or /tmp partition, it is not necessary to keep a 

persistent key at all.
• This means that once unmounted, all files written to the partition can never be decrypted 

again by anyone.
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Keys Jargon

Encryption key (Media Encryption Key -- MEK)
• Used to encrypt device

• Change means complete re-encryption

• Usually generated by secure RNG (Random Number Generator)

Unlocking Key (Key Encryption Key -- KEK)
• Used to unlock MEK

• Independent key change (MEK remains the same)
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dm-crypt
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Encryption Mode – AES-CBC

Exercise: how does this mode work?

The Initialization Vector 

The simplest choice is to calculate it in a predictable fashion from a 
readily available value such as the sector number.

A second choice called "Encrypted salt-sector initialization vector 
(ESSIV)" can be used to generate the initialization vectors in a way 
that makes them look completely random to a potential attacker. 
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Encryption Mode – Tweakable Block Ciphers

Security is made of two elements
• Secret: key;

• Public: tweak

Properties
• Changing the tweak should be much less costly than changing the key.

• The variability is provided by the tweak (like the nonce for example).

• Tweaks can be public and predictable.

For disk encryption, the pair (sector number, block number) is used 
as a tweak for the used mode (mainly AES-XTS).
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Part III
File-Level Encryption

(Windows)



Simple File Encryption

User enters passphrase.

Passphrase created hashed with a

cryptographic hash function.  

File-encrypted with the key.
• E.g. AES in CBC.

• Integrity check with MAC or AES-GCM.

• Decryption with the same key.

• Examples: GPG
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1
*****

**

2

SHA-256

d70f3
619a
209b

Our 
plan 
is.…3

% gpg --output ciphertext.gpg --symmetric plaintext.doc
Enter passphrase:



Limitations of File Encryption 1/2

User action needed, and users are lazy.

Automated use (scripting) hard to implement, because where do you 
store the secret passphrase? 

Encrypting a file normally creates an encrypted copy; what happens 
to the old plaintext file?
• No guarantee that the plaintext is not left on the disk.
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Limitations of File Encryption 2/2

Some software, like Word, create temporary files and back up copies
• Unencrypted versions and fragments of the file may be left in locations that 

the user does not even know about.

There are tools for deleting temporary files and wiping free disk 
space, but none is completely reliable.

Cloud storage keeps all old data.
• Also, deduplications fails on encrypted data.
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Windows Encrypting File System (EFS)

Encryption is a file attribute.

Possible to enable encryption for all

files in a folder.

Files are readable only when the

user is logged in.

Encryption and decryption are

transparent to applications.

Similar products exist for Unix.
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EFS Key Management

User logs in, enters password.

Hashed to produce key.

Used to decrypt User’s

Master Key.

Used to decrypt User’s

Private EFS Key.

Used to decrypt File

Encryption Key (FEK).

Used to encrypt on write and

decrypt on read.
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2

PBKDF2

d70f3
619a2
09b15

Our 
plan 
is.…

6

User 

name:

Windows

Password:

Log on to:

Username

*********

Domain

OK Cancel Shut Down... Options <<

3

4

key

User’s DPAPI*
Master Key

User’s Private
EFS Key

5 FEK

User profile

User profile

$EFS 
alternate 

data stream

Encrypted
File

Plaintext
file

RSA

AES or 3DES



EFS Limitations 1/2

Encrypt contents of specific files.

User login credentials (passwords) required for decryption
• System has no access to encrypted files unless user logs in.

• System cannot index files, without the user password.

• Backups contain encrypted files, not the plaintext.

When encrypting plaintext files, the original file is not wiped, just 
deleted; the data remains on the disk
• Users should create files in encrypted folder.
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EFS Limitations 2/2

Transparent decryption can cause surprises
• Data decrypted transparently when copying to a file shared over the network 

or to an un-encrypted FAT partition

Some data is not encrypted
• Folder and file names.

• Temp files, earlier unencrypted versions, printer pools.

• Registry, system files and logs.

Hibernation file may contain decryption keys.
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EFS and Password Cracking

EFS security depends on the secrecy of user password.

Password hashes are stored in a database on the disk.

Passwords are vulnerable to brute-force attacks.
• NT hash and historical LM hash use no salt and are therefore especially 

vulnerable.
• Rainbow tables.

Attacker can boot to another OS, extract the password hashes from 
the hard disk and crack the user password Folder and file names
• Note: resetting user or admin password does not enable access to encrypted 

files; you need to recover the old password
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EFS Summary

Encrypts single files and folders; leaves a lot of information 
unencrypted.

Requires care from user
• User must understand what is encrypted and what else happens to the data

• Security depends on a strong password

System cannot access encrypted files for admin tasks such as backup 
and indexing
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Part IV
Full-Disk Encryption

(Windows)



Full Disk Encryption

Entire disk is encrypted
• Protects all information on disk.

• Easier to use correctly than EFS.

• FVE-FS: Full Volume Encryption File System 41

Plaintext Volume

Encrypted Volume



Hardware-based Vs Software-based

In software-based products
• Password must be strong enough to resist brute-force guessing

• Hibernation may cause keys to be written to disk

• DMA (Direct Memory Access) devices may be able to retrieve secrets from 
memory

Hardware solutions would be better.
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Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

Trusted hardware enables some things that otherwise would be 
impossible.

Trusted platform module (TPM) is  a smart-card-like module on the 
computer motherboard or, preferably, embedded in the CPU.

Useful TPM operations
• TPM_Seal: encrypt data — in any platform configuration .

• TPM_Unseal: decrypt the data, but only if the platform configuration is the 
same as when sealing.
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Trust Root
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Software cannot secure software.



Windows Bitlocker

Full-volume encryption in Windows
• Uses TPM for key management.

• Optional PIN input and/or USB dongle at boot time

• System volume must be NTFS

Sealing the entire partition:
• Encrypt data with a symmetric key

• Seal the key; store sealed key on disk; unseal when booting

TPM checks the OS integrity before unsealing the key
• Can boot to another OS but then cannot unseal the Windows partition →

cannot bypass OS access controls

• For a stolen laptop, forces the thief to hardware attack against TPM
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AES Encryption

AES-CBC (Cipher-Block Chaining)
• To encrypt the data of disk.

• Key size: 128 bits or 256 bits.

AES-CCM (Counter with CBC-MAC)
• To encrypt metadata of Bitlocker.

• Key size: 256 bits

• This mode brings integrity checking.
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Bitlocker Keys
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Storage Root Key (SRK) inside TPM1

4

2 Volume Master Key (VMK)

3
Full Volume 
Encryption Key (FVEK) 

Plaintext 
data

and 
bring 

milk …

Encrypted 
keys in 

volume 
metadata

d70f3
619a2
09b15

Encrypted 
data

EXERCISE: Why do we have separate VMK and FVEK?



Algorithms and Key Sizes

Storage Root Key (SRK) is a 2048-bit RSA key.

Volume Master Key (VMK) is a 256-bit symmetric key.

Full Volume Encrypt Key (FVEK) is 128 or 256-bit symmetric key.

The disk is encrypted with AES-CBC
• Initialization vector (IV) derived from sector number (because there is no 

space for storing a random IV in the disk block).

No integrity check
• Adding a MAC would increase the data size.
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Bitlocker Modes

TPM only (transparent mode)
• Attacker can boot stolen laptops but not log in

TPM and PIN
• TPM requires a PIN during the boot.

• TPM will be locked after a small number of incorrect PINs.

• Attacker must break the TPM hardware to decrypt the disk.

TPM (and PIN) and USB stick
• Secure boot and strong keys on a physical token → high security.

USB stick without TPM
• Traditional software-based full-disk encryption; no secure boot.
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Part V

Key Derivation



Password-based Key Derivation

Never use a password as a cryptographic key.

We must use secure functions that generate (derive) a symmetric key 
from passwords.
• E.g., hash functions.

Keys are random in the space {0,1}^n; passwords are not (letters and 
digits)!!
• Brute-force attacks become easier when we have less entropy.

Therefore, the PBKDF (password-based key derivation function) must 
be designed to increase the computation cost to limit the number of 
trials per second.
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Key Derivation
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 The key derivation function is deliberately slow (it applies many 
iterations of a hash function, e.g. 1000 iterations of HMAC-SHA-
512), so that brute-force attacks to find the passphrase are 
rendered infeasible. 



PBKDF2 1/3

PBKDF2 is a slow hash function to generate cryptographic keys.
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PBKDF2 2/3
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PBKDF2 3/3

Advantages:
• Number of iterations can be adjusted.

Drawbacks:
• Uses a (keyed) cryptographic hash function designed for speed.

• Do not require much memory.

• Low protection against GPU/FPGA/ASIC based crackers.
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